Savant Markets
Control and automation are key elements in today’s ever-evolving multi-functional environments. Whether you and your client are
designing a new residential home, a home theater addition, a conference room, public space, or convention center, Savant has a
solution for any project.

Savant’s reliable, scalable, and fully redundant solution is perfect for:
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Savant Solutions

Apple®-Based Control, Automation, and Audio/Video Systems

Apple® at the Heart of
Every Savant System

Energy
Management

At the core of every Savant project lies an Apple
Mac mini®, the Savant Host Controller. This racked
device hosts Savant’s open standards based
software, RacePoint Blueprint™, providing the
muscle behind Savant’s powerful automation
and control, user interface interpretations,
system administration, monitoring and
more.
Without the need to write a single
line of code, Savant’s pioneering
software, Blueprint, allows for easy
configuration and integration
of A/V components and
automated subsystems.
Direct communication from
the Mac mini to Savant’s
entire line of products
allow for immediate
system response.

Monitor Usage
Seamlessly

Savant
Control

Savant
Sound

Savant
Communications

Take Your Project to Impressive
Heights

Audio Clarity with Seamless
Access to Music

Unmatched Features with
an Intuitive Interface

Savant’s SmartSystems are an
expandable and flexible line of
intelligent controllers designed for
control of automation, audio/video and
communication devices.

Deliver your clients a complete
distributed audio solution with high
performance speakers and
multi-channel amplification.

Savant Communications delivers
users all of the features of a powerful
telephony system, as well as advanced
automation and media, with the ease
of an iPad® or iPod touch® interface.

These award-winning, fully redundant
high-bandwidth matrix switchers
and controllers provide audio/
video switching and processing,
video scaling, complete control and
automation, customizable digital
signage and video overlay features.

Music from multiple formats
are securely stored, quickly
accessed, shared, displayed and
selectively distributed throughout
any installation. Up to eight
independent and simultaneous
types of iTunes® media can stream
to any area.

This complete Apple-based
solution allows for room-to-room
communication, whole house paging
and integrated intercom features
for convenient outbound/inbound
domestic and international calls.

Savant
Lighting Control
The Perfect Mood Every Time
Create beautiful lighting scenes,
automate landscape and security
lighting to respond to variable sunset
times throughout the year; set up
master control in key locations
throughout a project, automatically
adjust lights for video conferencing or
multi-media presentations and more.
Savant Lighting Control, powered by
LiteTouch®, delivers powerful control
of lighting from any wall mounted
keypad, remote control or Apple iOS
device.

A SmartSystem Controller for Every Application

The Savant SmartEnergy
Monitoring solution measures
and reports energy usage and
production in real-time.
Property managers, building
maintenance staff and even
system owners can now track
data on electricity usage
and cost by connecting
SmartEnergy Monitoring
equipment to any electrical
panel. An intuitive iPad
interface monitors every
aspect of electricity usage,
from appliances to heating and
lighting, which allows users
to view and respond to usage
remotely.

SmartControl, SmartAudio, SmartVideo, SmartMedia and SmartMediaPro Controllers can be configured to meet the demands of any residential and commercial project.
SmartSystem Controllers are an integral component of every Savant system.

Designer Control
& Interfaces
Powerful Control through
Stunning Devices
Savant’s full line of designer
interfaces deliver simple one-touch
control of any device connected
to the Savant system. Give your
clients seamless control of lighting,
climate, security, audio/video and
other intelligent sub-systems and
technologies through Savant’s
pioneering and award-winning
software Apps, remote controls,
keypads and touch screen devices.

Apple iOS Control

Remotes

Keypads

Touch Screens &
On-TV Menu
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